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The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s risk-benefit document in connection with the Moderna mRNA shot in
kids is dishonest, and evidence that the public health establishment has abandoned science, logic, reason,
rationality, empathy, health and medicine.

By Toby Rogers, Ph.D.

Miss a day, miss a lot. Subscribe to The Defender's Top News of the Day. It's free.

Editor’s Note: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s vaccine advisory council will meet June 15 to
consider granting Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of the P!zer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccines for
children under 5 years old, even though the White House last week announced it is already !lling orders
for the vaccines placed by states and healthcare providers. Click here to tell your members of Congress
to oppose EUA of these vaccines for young children.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) last week released its risk-bene!t assessment of
Moderna’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to inject mRNA into kids 6 months to
17 years old.

I’ve been reading it for the past two days and here are the things that stood out to me.

Introduction, a shell game to hide the bad data

The risk-bene!t document for Moderna is 190 pages single-spaced. It was released two business
days before the June 14-15 Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee, or
VRBAC meeting.

A similar risk-bene!t assessment for P!zer’s EUA application for kids under 5 will be released
today (just 24 hours before the meeting).

This guarantees that NONE of the members of the VRBPAC will have read either of these
documents before the meeting — which is exactly what the cartel wants.

One of the ways Moderna and the FDA rig the game is by adding endless layers of complexity to
hide how bad the data really is.

This should have been four separate documents — Moderna in adolescents 12 to 17, Moderna in
kids 6 to 11, Moderna in kids 2 to 5, and Moderna in kids 6 months to 23 months.

Looked at individually, the shot fails in each of these four age groups. But lumping them together
creates noise that makes it di"cult to understand what’s going on.

Another really pernicious thing that Moderna does is to further subdivide these populations into
eight di#erent subpopulations (Randomization Set, Full Analysis Set, Immunogenicity Subset, Per-
protocol Immunogenicity Subset, Per-protocol Set for E"cacy, Modi!ed Intent-to-treat Set, MITT1
Set, Safety Set, Solicited Safety Set).

See what they did there? The public just wants to know — does the product work and what are
the side e#ects?

By dividing the data into eight subcategories involving four di#erent age groups now you have to
wade through 32 di#erent tables to try to make sense of what happened in the clinical trial.

They do something similar with the adverse events by dividing it across !ve tables x four age
groups = 20 adverse event tables in all.

Subdividing the data in this way also allows Moderna to eliminate or hide data that it does not
like.

This is what people call “massaging the data” and it is unethical and a violation of scienti!c norms.
We’ll return to this topic below.

No actual health bene!ts so Moderna/FDA use the immunobridging trick

The risks of COVID-19 are so low in the childhood population that there were ZERO severe cases
of COVID-19 in either the treatment or the control group.

Therefore, the number needed to vaccinate, to prevent a single severe case of COVID-19 in the
childhood population, is in!nity. (Technically it’s unde!ned because you cannot divide by zero, but
you take my point.)

The FDA and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or CDC guidance documents for how to
write a risk-bene!t assessment state that one must provide a number needed to treat, the
absolute risk reduction, and the relative risk reduction.

Moderna just skipped all that because the cartel makes its own rules.
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Moderna is in a race against natural immunity. But natural immunity has already won because
74.2% of kids had natural immunity by February — so by now, the number is probably closer to
100%.

The God-given immune system in kids has already done its part to stop the pandemic and now
the FDA wants to mess that up to enrich the cartel and keep the pandemic going forever.

So how does Moderna/FDA claim that this shot was “e#ective”? They use an unethical statistical
trick called “immunobridging.”

It makes me mad that I even have to explain it because it’s such junk science. But we all need to
know exactly how the FDA rigged the process so that we can explain to the jury at Nuremberg 2
why these monsters should be convicted so here goes.

Remember, the Moderna shots produced NO reductions in severe outcomes because the risk of
COVID-19 in this age group is in!nitesimally small (see studies: here, here, here, and here).

So Moderna ignored the actual health outcomes and switched to looking at antibodies in the
blood. In the process, they engaged in two egregious sleights of hand.

First, Moderna claims that the sample size for each of the four subgroups of children is about
3,000. But when it came to looking at antibodies in the blood, Moderna threw out about 90% of
the sample and only looked at the bloodwork of about 300 kids in each age group.

No explanation was given for the criteria they used to exclude 90% of the sample from their
analysis. We know that up to 30% of kids have no antibody response at all to COVID-19 shots so
perhaps they actually started with a much larger sample and then threw out the data that showed
no e#ect from the shot?

The second sleight of hand is that “no placebo recipients were included in the
Immunogenicity Subset” (p. 26). Do you realize how huge this is? This is no longer an RCT at all
— they did not include the bloodwork from anyone in the placebo group.

So the study cannot rule out the possibility that the increase in antibody levels was not from the
vaccine at all but could have been from natural immunity. Just astonishing.

After these sleights of hand, Moderna then compares the antibody levels in the blood of about
10% of the children against the antibody levels in a sample of about 300 adults ages 18 to 25
enrolled in a previous clinical trial. If the antibody levels are similar (which they are), Moderna
claims, ‘And therefore it will prevent disease in the future in kids!’

A few problems with that claim:

The Moderna study only measured antibody levels two months after the second dose — the time
period when the antibody levels are at their peak (what Berenson calls “the happy valley”). But
real-world experience with these vaccines shows that any e"cacy quickly wanes to zero by six
months and then goes NEGATIVE after that.

The second problem — and this is unresolvable and instantly disqualifying for Moderna — is that
at the April 6 meeting of the FDA’s “expert advisory committee” one member after another
acknowledged that there are no “correlates of protection” for these vaccines.

What that means in plain English is that you cannot use antibodies (or B-cells, T-cells, or
any other proxy) to predict whether someone is immune or not.

Eric Rubin, who serves on that committee and is also the editor of the New England Journal of
Medicine (NEJM) stated it bluntly:

“We know what kind of antibody response can be generated, we just don’t know if it works.”

You can watch it yourself in the video below.

The third problem is that the Moderna study was completed back in mid-2021 — when the
original Wuhan and Alpha strains were prevalent. Since then, the Omicron variant has entirely
replaced the original strains and real-world data show that both Moderna and P!zer shots are not
e#ective against the Omicron variant.

So in spite of all of the chicanery (discarding 90% of the sample, immunobridging, claiming
correlates of protection that are not valid) Moderna cannot show any evidence that this shot will
be e#ective against SARS-CoV-2 as it exists now.

It’s all harms

Let’s talk about harms from this shot (and remember, it’s all harms in this population because the
shot made no di#erence in real-world health outcomes). And there, things get really weird really
fast.

The median study follow-up duration was just 53 days after dose 2. After that, they wiped out the
control group. Here’s how they justi!ed it (p. 26):

“Following authorization of an alternative COVID-19 vaccine for this age group on May 10,
2021, participants in the study were permitted to unblind to study treatment. Crossover
vaccination with mRNA-1273 of participants initially randomized to placebo began in October
2021.”

For each age category, Moderna spreads the adverse events across 5 di#erent tables to increase
the noise to hide the signal. But the bottom line is that the adverse events are o# the charts. “In
the adolescent population 99.2% of vaccine recipients reported at least one adverse reaction after
any injection with 25.3% reporting a reaction that was Grade 3 or higher” (p. 54).

Holy sh*t those numbers are high. Grade 3 means: unable to return to work or school the next
day because the person is so sick.

A di#erent FDA sta#er must have written the summary statements for the other three age groups
because they don’t say it this plainly but the adverse event rates are similar across all of the
children.

This adverse event data is so high it’s disqualifying.

But then things get even weirder — the adverse event rates in the placebo group were also very
high in many, but not all, categories. Moderna used this to say, ‘well yes, the adverse event rate in
the treatment group was higher than anything anyone has ever seen before but the rates were
also somewhat high in the placebo group and so, therefore, nothing-to-see-here(TM).’

My strong suspicion is that Moderna rigged the placebo. Why wouldn’t they — the FDA has no
regulations concerning the contents of placebos (see Golomb 1995 and Golomb et al. 2010).

The dirty little secret of the vaccine program is that manufacturers almost always use rigged
placebos to create an arti!cially high “background rate” to hide adverse events.

The brilliant quantitative analyst Jessica Rose made a similar observation yesterday in her analysis
of the FDA risk-bene!t document:

“I still have a very strong suspicion that these ‘placebos’ are not saline and rather empty
LNPs. [Lipid nanoparticles — the delivery vehicle that Moderna uses to get mRNA into the
cell. An ‘empty LNP’ would be the nanoparticles without the mRNA antigen.]”

I’m almost certain this is what Moderna did. In the 2- through 5-year-old age group 37.5% of
placebo recipients reported unsolicited adverse events as compared with 40% of vaccine
recipients (see p. 139). A number that high in the placebo group would have been impossible if
Moderna had used an inert saline placebo.
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The way the FDA rigged the myocarditis data is absolutely sinister

I know that this article is already long but I need to $ag one more essential point.

FDA review of the Moderna mRNA shot in adolescents has been held up for a year because the
Moderna shot causes myocarditis in this age group — particularly in boys.

So I was curious to see how the FDA would attempt to get around this. And it’s all right there on
pages 19 and 20. It’s one of the most chilling things I’ve ever read. The FDA’s argument goes like
this:

‘Yes, by the spring and summer of 2021 there were already seven high-quality studies from
around the world showing that mRNA shots increase myocarditis risk. By the fall of 2021, the
reports continued to come in from the U.K., Europe, Canada, and Nordic countries showing a
2x to 7x increased risk of myocarditis from mRNA shots.

‘Yes, the CDC’s own study of the Vaccine Safety Datalink showed a 2x higher risk of
myocarditis from Moderna shots. By May, we have additional studies from the U.K.,
Denmark, several Nordic countries, Italy, and France showing a 3x to 7x increased risk of
myocarditis from the Moderna shot.’

In all, the FDA cited TWENTY-SIX STUDIES showing that mRNA shots in general, and Moderna in
particular, increase the risk of myocarditis.

‘But not to worry!’ the FDA announces in the 4th paragraph in this section.

The FDA, CDC, and Kaiser Permanente put their !xers on the case in February and March of this
year and made the safety signal shrink down to a more manageable 7% to 50% increased risk of
myocarditis and even those results were massaged to make sure that they were not statistically
signi!cant, so, nothing-to-see-here(TM).

It was the same !xers who they always use — Tom Shimabukuro and John Su — whose entire job
is making vaccine safety signals disappear. Those guys are absolutely going to hell.

‘So that’s that,’ the FDA announces. ‘Just ignore those 26 high-quality studies from around the
world showing an increased risk of myocarditis. Our !xers laundered the data for Moderna so
we’re all good.’

What is to be done

Children’s Health Defense just launched an excellent 1-click call to action that I highly encourage
you to do (and please share it with all of your friends).

Up until tonight (June 13) at 11:59 p.m. Eastern time, you can o"cially register your profound
displeasure with the FDA by submitting a formal comment (here). Look for the blue Comment
button in the upper left corner of the website — 129,397 comments have already been received.
Let’s see if we can get that number above 140,000.

If you want to write to public health political appointees, FDA sta#, and VRBPAC members, all of
their email addresses are here:

sean.mccluskie@hhs.gov, commissioner@fda.hhs.gov, DeanofPublicHealth@brown.edu,
Aux7@cdc.gov, Peter.Marks@fda.hhs.gov, Hong.Yang@fda.hhs.gov, Richard.Forshee@fda.hhs.gov,
Huilee.Wong@fda.hhs.gov, Leslie.Ball@fda.hhs.gov, Doran.Fink@fda.hhs.gov,
CBERVRBPAC@fda.hhs.gov, hanae@bcm.edu, paula.annunziato@merck.com,
adam.berger@nih.gov, hbernstein@northwell.edu, acohn@cdc.gov, anc0@cdc.gov,
hjanes@fredhutch.org, hgans@stanford.edu, david.kim@hhs.gov, asmonto@umich.edu,
o"t@chop.edu, spergam@fredhutch.org, Jportnoy@cmh.edu, erubin@hsph.harvard.edu,
erubin@nejm.org, ashane@emory.edu, swamy002@mc.duke.edu, fullerao@umich.edu,
bgellin@rockfound.org, RandyHawkins@cdrewu.edu, o"ceofthepresident@mmc.edu,
JYLee@uams.edu, ofer.levy@childrens.harvard.edu, wayne_marasco@dfci.harvard.edu,
cmeissner@tuftsmedicalcenter.org, mrn8d@virginia.edu, stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu,
reingold@berkeley.edu, mhsawyer@ucsd.edu, mew2@cdc.gov

Please be polite but let them know that they absolutely must vote NO on the EUA applications
from Moderna and P!zer.

Conclusion

The FDA risk-bene!t document in connection with the Moderna mRNA shot in kids is dishonest.
The public health establishment has abandoned science, logic, reason, rationality, empathy,
health, and medicine.

The FDA is more than happy to sacri!ce children in order to ingratiate themselves further with the
cartel. The proposal to expand the Moderna EUA to kids 6 months to 17 is a crime against
humanity.

We are absolutely going to win this !ght, either in the short term or in the long term. These shots
will eventually be withdrawn from the market because they do not work and cause catastrophic
harm.

The members of the VRBAC can save themselves a lot of misery (and additional criminal charges
at Nuremberg 2.0) by rejecting these applications from Moderna and P!zer this week.

Originally published by Toby Rogers on his Substack page, uTobian.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily re"ect
the views of Children's Health Defense.
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Ektor57 • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Expecting the FDA to do anything other than cater to the demands of big pharma is an exercise in futility.

 13△ ▽

MDskeptic • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thanks, great review of these treacherous documents. Sent my letters in NY to Chuck and Kirsten in the Senate.
Chuckie responded by asserting absurdly how concerned he is about "vaccine safety". Gillebrand ditto. These
pols simply do not care about our children or their future. Hope lies not in our gov't but in the courage and resolve
of fathers and mothers reading these pages. Happy Fathers Day to all. Protect your precious kids.
 9△ ▽

Leslie Taylor • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Done. Thank you very much!
I had a series of synchronicities recently, one involving how criminals feel over time about the crimes they
committed. It seems that they (not all of course) go on to feel increased regret and depression over the years
whereas generally, when a person is hurt by any circumstance, time heals. What sparked my interest in the
subject was years ago I saw an interview with one of the females involved in the 1969 Charles Manson murders
who went on to be a model prisoner and attorney who aided other prisoners and where she described her
tremendous and constantly increasing remorse and recall of details surrounding the crimes over the years. She
went on to say that every morning she wakes up to a new detail about the murders that she previously was not
aware of. I briefly mentioned such remorse, not including her case, in an email to the FDA and others recently
(including those in the list above sent individually, not as a group) having researched the matter a bit in the past
and personally knowing a couple of women that were members of Hitler's Youth. They could not forgive
themselves decades later, in their 60s, though they were quite young at the time and both went on to become
PhD's. The synchronicity was in a book that mentioned a senseless murder committed by two 19 year old males
in the 1920's. They were handsome, exceptionally intelligent, both were students at the University of Chicago and
came from wealthy families. I was not familiar with the case but it made headlines at the time. I looked it up which
led to an article including an interview with one of the men, Nathan Leopold, when older and out of prison
(released in 1958). He states, "Looking back from the vantage point of today, I cannot understand how my mind
worked then. For I can recall no feeling then of remorse. Remorse did not come until later, much later. It did not
begin to develop until I had been in prison for several years; it did not reach its full flood for perhaps ten years.
Since then, for the past quarter century, remorse has been my constant companion. It is never out of my mind.
Sometimes it overwhelms me completely, to the extent that I cannot think of anything else."
 6△ ▽

Gary Brown • 9 days ago

• Reply •

JUNE 11, 2022 SHOCKING – AT LEAST 77K DEAD & 7.3 MILLION INJURED DUE TO COVID VACCINATION
ACROSS USA, EUROPE, UK & AUSTRALIA

However, these horrific figures do not illustrate the true nature of the consequences of Covid-19 vaccination
because it is estimated by medicine regulators that just 1 to 10% of adverse events are actually reported.

https://expose-news.com/202...
 3△ ▽

John • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Keep up the good work Toby, RFK, et al!!!

With the absence of a platform for civilized discussion and debate, Big gov and pharma will remain innocent til
proven guilty, and we will remain guilty until proven innocent. At least that's how it feels, and what I think is the
reason there has still ... 2 years later ... been no forum or platform for two-sided conversation and debate.

I'm going to be 100% honest --- I don't like that "the Defender" has to be so one-sided. I hate it.

But I can appreciate what it is doing immensely because Big media has taken a one-sided approach with
about~10 or so significant media outlets to counter it. And I include the largest local papers and news outlets
when I use the term "big media." It is Goliath vs David.

Journalists have injected their ego and activism into their reporting and articles, and have destroyed a once much
more cohesive America. Rather than being a "fourth branch" they have become the "first enemy."
 3△ ▽

Ed Sather • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Thanks CHD for revealing the truth about these nefarious and criminal pharma bosses.
 3△ ▽

Stevenkuch • 10 days ago

• Reply •

At the very end they mention laundering the data on myocarditis, but they don't say how they do that. Or did I
miss something?
 3△ ▽

Bertrand F Chevalley • 10 days ago

• Reply •

First of all, antibody levels had to be checked BEFORE giving the vaccine shot or the placebo to the children. And
after too, of course, for the placebo group also. Then vaccinating the placebo receivers is plain cheating.
 2△ ▽

JoJo • 9 days ago

• Reply •

A cost-benefit analysis of COVID-19 "vaccination" for the most vulnerable demographic (65+) is highly
unfavorable. The main reason is that the numbers of people tagged as COVID-19 who truly have COVID-19 and
require a vaccine to prevent COVID-19 death (no safe treatments are available for them) are orders of magnitude
lower than the official government numbers of people who died from COVID-19. At best, perhaps a few thousand
of the 65+ demographic fit into that category. When that is contrasted with the many thousands of SHORT-TERM
deaths that have resulted from the COVID-19 vaccine (to say nothing of the millions of mid- and long-term deaths
that can be expected), one can easily see why the costs greatly outweigh the benefits even for this most
vulnerable demographic.

For the case of children, where the COVID-19 deaths are miniscule compared to the elderly, the benefits will drop
to almost zero and, in the absence of long-term testing, we have no idea about the mid- and long-term costs. The
short-term costs have been substantial, giving astronomical cost-benefit ratios when the same types of
reductions to the official government COVID-19 death rates applied to the elderly are applied to children.

We are practicing levels of child sacrifice that would have been horrific to our Mayan and Aztec ancestors!
 1△ ▽

Nod • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

They dont care about us, they are going for our chidlren. It is our children that will be sterilized and/or culled. The
children of the globalist and their puppets, will not. You do not know what was in that injection you took. None of
us do. And none of us will. The state claiming the power to inject you, and if you refuse, to starve you? Like cattle.
We will no longer own our mind or bodies.

Doesnt matter what party you vote for, naught will come of it. The power comes from the globalists who own
EVERYTHING, including military industrial, food , land, farms, pharma, goverments, insurance and banks of
course.

I am a globalist. Because we are shatting the planet to death with our inequality, greed and envy. But globalism
does not have to be like these people present it to us. Ther globalist mantra ? " You will own nothing and be
happy" is serfdom.

A resource based economy could include a middle class sustainable existence for everyone on the planet.
Everyone with an acre or more on which to grow food. Sustianably..

Totalitarianism, will ALWAYS occur in a world driven by inequality. In any "ism". We can see that now as some
suddenly realize that their capitalist democracy or republic, is now run by a demigogue belonging to a fascist
oligarchy.. That is a fact.

But people are desparate with hope, and immobilized with fear.

We still we cr and whine because the globalists are handing us our collective derriers. While all else we can think
of, is being rich, being successful, being on the up side of inequality. Not being hated like the vaccinated hated on
non vaccinated for not being one of them.

Well here is the end game of that corrupted game of inequality. Big dogs won. Now the big dogs are doing what
they want. Half of us powerless, and the other half clueless.

We have been on the "spit" for decades. And most dont feel the fire yet. And so many REFUSE to catch on.

We cannot even protect our children from the lies, tricks, and manipulations. The globalists have educated the
masses to consider belief as thought. And thought has been censored, outlawed, and criminalized.

And when the globalist have their transhumanist dreams come true, we will never be children of god, or children
of mother natures evolution. We will be genetically/mechanically, intellectually of their creation. Made in their
image. And this sickens me most. The most depraved amongst us, will create our legacy. And they would be
humanities.gods.
△ ▽
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